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The comprehension of visually presented sentences produces brain activation that
increases with the linguistic complexity of the sentence. The volume of neural tissue
activated (number of voxels) during sentence comprehension was measured with echo-
planar functional magnetic resonance imaging. The modulation of the volume of acti-
vation by sentence complexity was observed in a network of four areas: the classical
left-hemisphere language areas (the left laterosuperior temporal cortex, or Wernicke's
area, and the left inferior frontal gyrus, or Broca's area) and their homologous right-
hemisphere areas, although the right areas had much smaller volumes of activation than
did the left areas. These findings generally indicate that the amount of neural activity that
a given cognitive process engenders is dependent on the computational demand that
the task imposes.

This study examines what it means to be
"thinking harder" in the course of sentence
comprehension, in terms of functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI)-measured
brain activation. One of the challenges of
brain science is to relate the dynamics of
higher level cognition to the equally dy-
namic activity of brain-level events. A pos-
sible meeting ground between these two
levels is the modLulation in the amount of
neuronal activity (at the brain level) in a
given task, measured as a function of the
amount of computational demand that the
task places on cognitive resources (1). In
particular, we examined whether sentences
that were more computationally demanding
also engender more brain activation (2, 3).

At the cognitive level, sentence com-
prehension requires combining informa-
tion from a sequence of words and phrases,
computing their syntactic and thematic
relations, and using world knowledge to
construct a representation of the sentence
meaning. These processes require the con-
sumption of computational resources to
perform the comprehension operations
and also to maintain the representations
of the component word meanings, propo-
sitions, and relational structures in an ac-
tivated state during the processing (1).

At the brain level, sentence compre-
hension entails activation in a network of
cortical areas, most prominent of which
are the left laterosuperior temporal cortex
(Wernicke's area) (4) and the left inferior
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frontal gyrus (Broca's area) (5). In addi-
tion, another set of areas sometimes ob-
served to be activated during sentence
comprehension are the right-hemisphere
homologs of these two classical language
areas (6). Although the left hemisphere is
usually the primary site of language com-
prehension and production in right-hand-
ed people, the right-hemisphere homologs
may be recruited in times of high demand.
The amount of brain activation in these
four areas was examined as a function of
the amount of processing demand imposed
by the comprehension of different sen-
tence structures.
We manipulated comprehension de-

mand by using three types of sentences
that differ in structural complexity but are
superficially similar, containing two claus-
es and the same number of words, as
shown below.

1) Active conjoined (no embedded
clause): "The reporter attacked the senator
and admitted the error."

2) Subject relative clause: "The report-
er that attacked the senator admitted the
error.

3) Object relative clause: "The reporter
that the senator attacked admitted the
error."

The three sentence types increase in
complexity from type 1 to 3, by several
menasures. Type 1 sentences contain active
clauses that are simply conjoined, whereas
the somewhat more complex type 2 sen-
tences contain a relative clause that inter-
rUpts a main clause. Finally, in type 3
sentences with object relative clauses, not
only is the main clause interrupted, but
the first noun plays two different roles, as
the subject of the main clause and the
object of the relative clause. Also, the
most complex type (Object Relative) pro-

duces longer reading times, higher com-
prehension error rates, and larger pupillary
responses in adults than do subject rela-
tives (7). A similar ordering arises from
the processing indices (processing time,
error probability, and resource consump-
tion) in a computational model of human
comprehension (8). Thus, several criteria
suggest an ordering in processing demand
from the least com-plex sentence (actives
that are simply conjoined), through sub-
ject relatives, to the most complex (object
relatives).

Fifteen college-age participants (9)
read sets of four to five successive sentenc-
es of the same linguistic type (each such
set will bc referred to as an epoch), and
after each sentence, answered true or false
(with a manual response by use of two
hand-held push buttons) to a comprehen-
sion probe, such as "The reporter attacked
the senator, true or false?," of one of the
two clauses. The response terminated the
sentence display, which was viewed on a
rear-projection screen at 45 cm away. Un-
like the three sample sentences above, the
stimulus sentences varied in content, all
involving concrete, familiar nouns and ac-
tions. Another condition, to control for
the visual components of the task, in-
volved scanning consonant strings (such
as, "Pws ntkgqrfin zjkjrng kwtdc sbfght
swn mjrdbxq kgt mxbtq"), followed by a
nonword target to be matched to one of
two other nonwords. There were four in-
stances of each type of epoch (Active,
Subject Relative, Object Relative, Conso-
nant), along with five instances of a rest
control epoch, in which the participant
fixated a centered asterisk for 24 s without
performing any task. The order of the 21
epochs was pseudorandomized to balance
order effects, and successive epochs were
separated by 6 s of rest (10).
We also obtained behavioral indices of

sentence complexity (mean processing time
and error probability) for the last 12 of the
15 participants while they were being
scanned. The indices increased monotoni-
cally with sentence complexity [analysis of
variance (ANOVA), F(1,11) = 71.94, P <
0.01 for the processing times].

The central result is that all four areas
showed an increase in the amount of brain
activation as the demand on the language
processing system increased from the sim-
plest to the most complex sentence struc-
tures (Fig. 1). The mean number of signif-
icantly activated voxels in the left latero-
superior temporal cortex differed reliably
across the three sentence conditions, as
indicated by a one-way (ANOVA)
[F(2,28) = 11.37, P < 0.01 (11)], and the
pairwise increase in the number of activat-
ed voxels between adjacent conditions
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Fig. 1. The top panels indicate the mean number of voxels activated per condition in the left (Wernicke's
area) and right laterosuperior temporal cortex (and standard errors of the means over 15 participants).
The bottom panels indicate the mean number of voxels activated per condition in the left (Broca's area)
and right inferior frontal cortex (and standard errors of the means over only five participants).

was also reliable [all three pairwise Stu-
dent t(14) values >2.4, all P values
<0.03] (12). The precise area that was

activated within the left temporal region
of interest (ROI) corresponds to the supe-

rior temporal gyrus and superior temporal
sulcus in most participants and the middle
temporal gyrus in the remainder, areas

that correspond to Brodmann's areas 22
and 42, and sometimes area 21 (13). The
modulation of the activation volume in
the left inferior frontal gyrus (Brodmann's
areas 44 and 45) was similar. However, the
activation in the frontal gyrus was difficult
to evaluate precisely, given the locations
of the axial scans. Therefore, the last five
participants were additionally scanned in
an ancillary study using coronal slices and
presenting comparable sentences (Fig. 1,
bottom panels). To compensate in the
statistical analysis for the small number of
participants, we used a more sensitive de-
sign to compare the mean percent change
in signal intensity (relative to the rest

condition) across the three conditions in
the voxels that were activated in any of
the sentence conditions in any of the five
participants. This analysis indicated a

highly reliable difference [F(2,304) =

8.97, P < 0.01] in an ANOVA in which
voxels were nested within participants.
The mean percent change in signal inten-
sity increased from 1.8% in the Active
condition to 1.97% in the Object Relative
condition.

The right-hemisphere homologs of
Wernicke's and Broca's areas were also
activated but at lower levels, with only
26% as many voxels in the right homolog
as in Wernicke's area and 22% as many

voxels in the right homolog as in Broca's
area. Importantly, both right homologs
showed a modulation in activation as a

function of demand. For 13 participants
(excluding two who had only a left tem-

poral coil), the number of voxels that was

activated in Wernicke's homolog in-

creased with sentence demand [F(2,24) =

Consonam strings Conjoinea actives Subject relatives uOject relatives
Fig. 2. Thresholded fMRI brain activation images (superimposed on structural images) for only the most
activated slice from one participant. The number of activated voxels (shown in white) in the left
laterosuperior temporal cortex (Wernicke's area, indicated by white arrows) generally increases with
sentence complexity.

Conjoined actives Object relatives

Fig. 3. The three-dimensional plots depict the t
values of the activated and surrounding voxels
from an axial slice of the left temporal region (the
anterior region is at the top of each image; the
medial region is at the left). The t value is a proxy
for the voxel's activation increase over the rest
condition that controls for variance. The three
rows of plots depict data from three different
participants.

4.20, P < 0.05] (Fig. 1, top right). (Two
participants, one male and one female,
were unlike the rest in that they showed
almost as much activation in the right
temporal cortex as in the left.) Similarly,
the right homolog of Broca's area pro-

duced reliable differences in the percent
changes in signal intensity among the ac-

tivated voxels in the three sentence con-

ditions for the five participants [F(2,62) =
3.40, P < 0.051.

As Fig. 2 suggests, the processing of the
three sentence types recruits an increasing
number of voxels from overlapping pools,
as opposed to recruiting three disjoint sets
of voxels. The additional voxels that be-
came activated only when the sentences
were more complex were spatially contig-
uous or proximal to those voxels activated
during the processing of simpler sentences
within each area. This topographic prop-

erty is illustrated in the pairs of three-
dimensional plots in (Fig. 3), depicting
the t values for voxels in the axial slice
with the largest number of activated vox-

els in Wernicke's area for each of three
participants. That the surrounding voxels
in these unthresholded graphs remain un-

affected indicates that the activation is
spatially selective.

In addition to their roles as part of a

functional system, each area may have an

affinity for certain types of more special-
ized processing. The left temporal region
may be involved in some level of compre-
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hension beyond lexical processing (given
that lexical content was equivalent across
conditions), such as syntactic, thematic,
pragmatic, referential, or phonological
(14) processing, or some combination of
these. The left temporal and temporopari-
etal regions are a site of metabolic impair-
ment (hypometabolism) common to al-
most all aphasic patients regardless of the
clinical category and severity of their
aphasia and the location of their structural
lesions (15). Consistent with the present
findings, the degree of hypometabolism
may place an upper bound on the com-
plexity of the language processing that the
patients can perform, as indicated by the
correlation between hypometabolism level
and language comprehension performance
(correlation coefficient, r = 0.60 and 0.44
for the left middle and laterosuperior gyri,
respectively).

Although the precise role of Broca's area
in comprehension is not known, it has been
suggested that the area might be the gener-
ator of sound-based or articulatory codes
(16) or the area might be involved in syn-
tactic processing (5) or a combination of
both. Finally, the current data implicate the
right homologs in literal processing, with the
involvement dependent on the sentence dif-
ficulty, rather than their being associated
only with the processing of figurative mean-
ing (6, 17) and prosodic processing.

The reading of the consonant strings
(which were arranged in sentence-like con-
figurations) succeeded in producing occipi-
tal activation similar to that produced by
reading the sentences, as well as a small
amount of activation in the left temporal
area and left inferior frontal gyrus and pro-
duced 37'S) and 24% of the number of ac-
tivated voxels in these two areas, respec-
tively, that were activated in response to
the simplest sentence types.

The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(ROIs of three adjacent coronal slices
containing the middle frontal gyrus,
bounded by the limiting sulci) showed
bilateral activation for three of the five
participants who were scanned coronally;
the activation increased with sentence
complexity. This area has been shown to
be activated in tasks requiring planning
and executive control (3, 18) processes
evoked by the more demanding conditions
for some, but not all, participants.

The answer to the question of how the
brain responds to increased comprehension

demand is that it recruits more neural tissue
in each area of a network of cortical areas.
Thus, any mapping between brain site and
cognitive function is a variable function
between two levels of description of a dy-
namic system, modulated by the demand of
the task, and so cannot be a static cartog-
raphy of brain anatomy.
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